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Ito Arnbjorg

Ito Arnbjorg is a NPC played by Ametheliana. She was originally created by Lawrence Thegamer.

Ito Arnbjorg

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 Female
Year of Birth: YE 38
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Starship Operator

Rank: Shoi Kohosei
Current Placement: YSS Kaiyō

Physical Description

Arny is 5'1“ 98lbs and has a B-cup that she wears well. She is purple-skinned with cryptic light brown
eyes and hime-cut brown hair. Her ears are folded back with a point at the tips and are well colored. Her
lips are full and she has a facial tattoo that gives her the slightest bit of freckles on her upper cheeks. It is
not a tattoo of samurai of old, but more an homage to them. Her legs are thinner than normal, which
they make up for in muscle.
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Personality

She was nicknamed Arny by a friend in basic training and later that friend was killed in a live fire
exercise, which shoock her to her core, though she hides this well and isn't capable of doing poorly in any
of her tasks as starship operator. She is clever, yet polite, and a pleasure to be around. Despite this, she
is reluctant in making friends for fear of losing them. Arny has a soft voice that comes off as a little scary
when she gets serious. She has a habit of showing off being it in her piloting, chess, or dancing skills. She
is very confident in her ability to overcome difficult situations.

History

Ito Arnbjorg was born in YE 38 in the city of Kyoto, Yamatai and having trained at Fort Ready, was well
prepared for starship operations, just not in deep space, yet. Having a small starport on the base helped
her learn the mechanics and nuances of flying.

She went through basic training and watched a friend get shot by live fire and was shocked by the
experience. They were able to get an Soul Transfer, though the experience still sits with her, as if
shadowed by the memory of it. She is more than capable in gun fight, though inside, deep where she
tries and succeeds to hide it, is the worry that something like that will happen again, but in enemy
territory.

Skills Learned

Ito Arnbjorg has the following notable skills:

Star Army Starship Operator: Capable of sitting at the bridge with the ease and confidence that
befits a grey panel, Arny is able to operate and pilot a starship in and out of battle.
Chess: She loves a good game of chess and will look forward to trying to take down any opponent
that comes her way!
Dancing: Quite the dancer, Arny will exhibit her skills whenever music plays. Her body pulses with
the desire to dance her heart out and she enjoys the activity immensely.
Star Army Common Skills

Social Connections

Arny is connected to:

Hidetsugu Hayate (Friend)
Dagny Sugimoto (Friend, Deceased)
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Inventory & Finance

Ito Arnbjorg has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Ito Arnbjorg currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

In the case Lawrence_thegamer/ Ame become inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Ito Arnbjorg
Character Owner Ametheliana
Character Status Active Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shoi Kohosei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Starship Operator
SAOY Assignment YSS Kaiyō
DOR Year YE 43
Orders Orders
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